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1983-1994 London in the early
years........s
Neil started his career in a Glasgow QS office in 1983.
He then moved to London in 1988 with Faithful & Gould,
a move sparked by a desire to work on more exciting and
challenging projects.
Neil began to work privately with a variety of architects from large
award winning London practises who had similar aspirations
outwith their practice to work on bespoke competition works on
projects of up £14million in France and other competitions in London.
There were some fantastic submissions and many commendations
received.

1994 Back to Glasgow___
e

The njoyment of working late nights on Architecture that was
exciting and challenging, this left Neil with a desire to try and form or
work in a practice that dedicated to this type of work during the day.
In 1994 Neil returned to Glasgow, working part time in his fathers
Architectural practice, during this time Glasgow was bustling with
new young Architects.

1997 __BCC___
_BCC

In 1997 Neil separated to form
Ltd a QS practice
with a mission to ensure that good architecture gets a fair chance.
Buildings can shape landscapes and communities affecting daily
lives through their Architectural design, _BCC will strive to help
make these design choices affordable for today and yet
priceless for tomorrow.

Glasgow Caledonian University
I

Visiting Lecturer to nterior

design Students

Over the last 3 years the Interior design department have
invited Neil to deliver their cost studies module. The ethos
is to ensure that students gain an image or feel for
how good cost advice and awareness can help them
deliver their project not stop it.
Visiting Lecturer to

Quantity Surveying Students

Over the last 7 years the Surveying department have
invited Neil to initially deliver technical lectures; however,
over the last few years the role is to oversee student’s
submissions on an integrated competition work with
Glasgow School of Architecture students.

Strathclyde
School
Visiting Lecturer to

University

Architectural

Architectural Students

Over the last 3 years the Architectural department has invited Neil to
give a talk on the design team and the QS role within that team. The
aim is to express how Quantity Surveyors in their own role can be
just as passionate about Architecture as Architects and how they
can form a link in the way to delivering a successful project.

Glasgow
School

University

Architectural

Over the last few years I have been invited to deliver
tutorials to students on their submissions on an integrated
competition work with Glasgow Engineering Students and
Caledonian University Quantity Surveying Students.
.

